A new technology mapping algorithm for lookup tablebased Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) is presented. The major innovation is a method for choosing gate-level decompositions based on bin packing. This approach is up to 28 times faster than a previous exhaustive approach. The algorithm also exploits reconvergent paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes to reduce the number of lookup tables in the circuit.
Introduction
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are a recent innovation in Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) that provide both large scale integration and user-programmability [Hsie88] [Ahrego] . The user-programmability of FPGAs can dramatically reduce ASIC turn-around time and manufacturing costs.
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blocks containing lookup tables, such as the first commercial FPGA [Cart86] . Moreover, recent studies in FPGA architectures have suggested that lookup tables are an are&efficient method of implementing combinational functions [RoseSO] . A K-input lookup table is a digital memory with K address lines and a one-bit output. This memory contains 2K bits and is capable of implementing any Boolean function of K input variables. Note that one of the lookup tables uses only 4 of the available 5 inputs. All examples in the remainder of this paper will assume that K is equal to 5.
Background
Technology mapping produces a circuit that implements a combinational network using a restricted set of circuit fanout-free trees precludes optimizations that exploit reconvergent paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes. The mis-pga technology mapper produces a circuit of lookup tables as an intermediate result [MurgSOa] . It initially performs a non-optimal decomposition of the combinational network and then focuses on a covering problem to reduce the number of lookup tables in the circuit. The covering problem does allow optimizations that exploit reconvergent paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes.
The Chortle-crf Algorithm
A major innovation in Chortle-crf is the application of bin packing to choosing gate-level decompositions. Two other important features are the exploitation of reconvergent paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes to reduce the number of lookup tables in the circuit.
The principal technique used by Chortle-crf is dynamic programming. The combinational network is traversed beginning at the primary inputs and proceeding toward the primary outputs. At each node a circuit implementing the cone extending from the node to the primary inputs of the network is constructed. This circuit is referred to as the Best Circuit implementing the node.
Chortle-crf has two goals when constructing the Best Circuit. The first is to minimize the number of lookup tables in the circuit and the second is to maximize the number of unused inputs at the output lookup table. These unused inputs are important because they may allow subsequent nodes to be implemented without the L---i---" a) without gate decomposition b) with gate decomposition Figure 2 .
addition of extra lookup tables.
Bin Packing Approach to Gate Decomposition
The key to constructing the Best Circuit implementing a node is finding the decomposition of the node that reduces the number of lookup tables in the final circuit. For example, five lookup tables are required to implement the tree shown in Figure 2a . In Figure 2b , the single OR node of Figure 2a has been decomposed into two OR nodes, which allows the tree to be implemented with just two lookup tables. The construction of the Best Circuit for a node depends upon the Best Circuits that implement the node's immediate fanin nodes. The order of the network traversal ensures that these immediate fanin circuits have been previously constructed. The output lookup tables of the fanin Best Circuits will be referred to as the fanin lookup tables. Figure 3a shows an OR node and its five fanin lookup tables.
The goal of finding the best decomposition is attained by constructing a tree of lookup tables that implements both the functions of the fanin lookup tables and a decomposition of the node. This tree must contain the minimum number of lookup tables and the output (root) lookup table must have the maximum number of unused inputs possible without increasing the number of lookup tables in the tree.
The tree of lookup tables is constructed in two steps. First, a two-level decomposition is constructed and then this decomposition is converted into a multi-level decomposition. Figures 3b and 3c illustrate the two-level and multi-level decompositions constructed from the
fanin lookup tables of Figure 3a .
Two-Level Decomposition
The two-level decomposition consists of a single firstlevel node and several second-level nodes. In Figure 3b the 3-input OR node is the first-level node and its three inputs are the second-level nodes. Each second-level node implements the operation of the node being decomposed over a subset of one, some, or all of the fanin lookup tables. In Figure 3b there are three second-level nodes each of which is implemented by a lookup table. The first-level node is not yet implemented by any lookup tables, however, it will be implemented when the two-level decomposition is converted into a multi-level decomposition.
The two-level decomposition is constructed using a bin packing algorithm. In general, the goal of bin packing is to find the minimum number of bins into which a set of boxes can be packed [Gare79] . In this case, the 
Mult i-Level Decomposition
The decomposition tree is completed by implementing the first-level node with a tree of lookup tables. The inputs to the leaf lookup tables of this first-level tree are the outputs of the second-level lookup tables of the two-level decomposition. Any second-level lookup table with unused inputs can be used to implement a portion of the first-level tree, thereby reducing the total number of lookup tables in the decomposition tree. Figure 3c illustrates the multi-level decomposition constructed from the two-level decomposition of Figure 3b .
The detailed procedure for converting the two-level decomposition into a multi-level decomposition is outlined in Figure 5 .
The final multi-level decomposition can be shown to be optimal if the network is a fanout-free tree and the value of K is less than or equal to 5 [FranSl] . For networks partitioned into fanout-free trees the bin packing approach is up to 28 times faster than the previous exhaustive search approach [FranSO] , yet it produces circuits with the same number of lookup tables. This improvement in speed makes it practical to consider optimizations exploiting reconvergent paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes, as discussed in the following sections. 
Exploiting Reconvergent Paths
It is possible to exploit local reconvergent paths to find a better circuit implementing a node. The following discussion uses the terminology of the previous section, where the fanin lookup tables are referred to as boxes and the second-level lookup tables are referred to as bins.
If two boxes share the same input, then there exists a pair of reconvergent paths. If the total number of distinct inputs to these two boxes is less than or equal to K, then it is possible to pack the two boxes into one bin.
When these two boxes are packed into the same bin, the volume occupied is the total number of distinct inputs, which is less than the sum of the boxes' individual sizes. Figure 6a shows a pair of boxes that share an input and Figure 6b shows the pair of reconvergent paths realized within a bin.
By merging the two boxes and realizing the pair of reconvergent paths within a single lookup table, a smaller portion of the bin is occupied. This may lead to a superior bin packing, which in turn may lead to a superior Best Circuit.
However, two boxes can only be merged if they are packed into the same bin. The two boxes can be forced into the same bin by merging them before the bins are packed. Forcing these two boxes into one bin may interfere with the bin packing algorithm and actually result in an inferior packing. To find the Best Circuit, both the packing with the forced merge and the packing without the forced merge need to be considered.
A further complication is that more than one pair of reconvergent paths may terminate at the node. To find the Best Circuit, Chortle-crf begins by finding all pairs of local reconvergent paths. For every possible combination of these pairs, including none, a circuit is constructed by first merging the respective boxes of the a) fanin lookup tables with shared input chosen pairs and then proceeding with the bin packing. The circuit with the fewest lookup tables (and the greatest number of unused inputs at the output lookup table) is retained as the Best Circuit. This realization of reconvergent paths is a greedy local optimization that is considered at every node as the network is traversed.
In our experiments with the MCNC benchmark networks the largest number of reconvergent pairs at any one node has been found to be six pairs. The bin packing approach is fast enough to make the search of all possible combinations of these pairs practical.
Replication of Logic at Fanout Nodes
The previous version of Chortle partitions the combinational network into a set of fanout-free trees [FranSO] . This forces every fanout node to be explicitly implemented as the output of a lookup table, and allows these nodes to be treated as primary inputs to the rest of the network. It is possible to implement the fanout nodes implicitly inside lookup tables, which requires the replication of some logic at a fanout node. This replication may decrease the total number of lookup tables in the circuit implementing the network. For example, in Figure 7a , three lookup tables are required to implement the network when the fanout node is explicitly implemented. In Figure 7b , the AND gate implementing the fanout node is replicated and only two lookup tables are required to implement the network.
When the dynamic programming traversal of the network encounters a fanout node the Best Circuit implementing the fanout node is constructed. At this point Cho two options are considered. The fanout node can be either explicitly implemented, or implicitly implemented. If the fanout node is explicitly implemented it is treated as a primary input to the rest of the network. If it is implicitly implemented, a replica of the function of the output lookup table is made for each fanout edge. This replica replaces the fanout node as the source of the edge. Every path starting with an edge from a fanout node will eventually reach another fanout node or a primary output of the network. These subsequent fanout nodes and primary outputs will be referred to as the visible nodes.
To determine if the replication is worthwhile Chortle-crf solves a series of subproblems. For each visible node the Best Circuit implementing the visible node is constructed twice; once with the replication and once without the replication. Each subproblem is itself solved using Chortle-crf with the assumption that any remaining fanout nodes encountered in these subproblems are explicitly implemented and can therefore be treated like primary inputs. The bin packing approach is fast enough to make solving these subproblems practical.
After the subproblems have been solved the total number of lookup tables required to implement the visible nodes both with and without the replication are known. If the total number of lookup tables is reduced by the replication, then the replication is retained. The replication of logic is considered at every fanout node as it is encountered by the dynamic programming traversal of the network. 
Results
To evaluate Chortle-crf a series of experiments were performed on networks from the MCNC logic synthesis benchmark suite. Four experiments were performed on each network: -c using only the constructive bin packing approach -cr using the reconvergent optimization -cf using the replication optimization -crf using both reconvergent and replication The first step in the experimental procedure was technology independent logic optimization using the mid1 logic optimizer with the standard script [Bray86]. Chortle-crf was then used to implement the networks as circuits of 5-input lookup tables. Note that Chortle-crf is capable of implementing networks as circuits of Kinput lookup tables for values of K from 2 to 10. Table 1 records the number of 5-input lookup tables required to implement the networks in each of the four experiments. The reconvergent optimization reduced the total number of lookup tables required to implement the networks by 2.7 % , and the replication optimization reduced the total number of lookup tables by 3.7 %. Combining both optimizations reduced the total number of lookup tables by 14 %.
The reduction achieved when using both optimizations together often exceeds the sum of the individual reductions. This occurs when reconvergent paths that cross fanout nodes are found and realized within a single tables. The replication of logic at a fanout node may increase the number of inputs used at some lookup tables thereby precluding some pairings of lookup tables into CLBs and reducing the maximum number of pairs that can be found. If the reduction in the number of pairs exceeds the reduction in the number of lookup tables then the replication will result in a net increase in the number of CLBs. Two other logic synthesis systems capable of implementing networks as circuits of CLBs are mis-pga [MurgSOa] and the Xilinx proprietary design system [XiliSS] . Chortle-crf can be compared to these systems on the basis of the number of CLBs in the final circuits and execution time. Table 3 records the number of CLBs required to implement the benchmark networks using Chortle-crf, mispga and Xilinx software. In total, Chortle-crf required 12 % fewer CLBs than mis-pga and 22 % fewer CLBs than XNFOPT to implement the benchmark networks.
The table also records the execution times for Chortle-crf on a Sun 3/60 and mispga on a VAX 8800 [MurgSOa] . In the Xilinx design system technology mapping is performed by the two programs XNFOPT and XNFMAP [Xili89] . Note that XNFOPT will run indefinitely and in these experiments limits were placed on its execution time. The seventh column of Table 3 records the total execution time of the two programs on a Sun 3/60. It should be noted that by conservative estimate a VAX 8800 is twice as fast as a Sun 3/60.
Taking into account the relative speed of the Sun 3/60 and the VAX 8800, Chortle-crf is an average of 68 times faster than mis-pga and 30 times faster than XNFOPT.
Conclusions
The bin packing approach to gate decomposition described in this paper is up to 28 times faster than a previous exhaustive search approach. The improved speed of gate decomposition makes it practical to consider 10-cal optimizations that exploit both reconvergent paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes.
Using both of these optimizations, Chortle-crf required 14 % fewer 5-input lookup tables than Chortle [FranSO] and 10 % fewer lookup tables than mis-pga
[MurgSOa] to implement a set of benchmark networks. Chortle-crf is also capable of implementing networks as circuits of Xilinx 3000 series CLBs. To implement the benchmark networks as circuits of CLBs, Chortle-crf required 12 % fewer CLBs than mis-pga and 22 % fewer CLBs than XNFOPT. On average, Chortle-crf was 68 times faster than mis-pga and 30 times faster than XNFOPT.
Future Work
Currently, the optimizations exploiting reconvergent fanout and replication of logic are evaluated locally. There are, however, global interactions among these optimizations. The search for reconvergent paths should be extended to include those paths not found by the local search. As well, realizing a pair of reconvergent paths within a single lookup table may depend upon the replication of logic at multiple fanout nodes.
There are cases where the optimizations requiring replication of logic at different fanout nodes may be mutually exclusive. A computationally tractable method of determining which set of replications at fanout nodes will result in the minimum number of lookup tables for the entire network is needed.
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